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As historical fiction, Fire on the Water sheds light not

only on one of America's earliest man-made ecological

disasters but also on racism and the economic disparity

between classes in the Midwest at the turn of the

century. This book tells the story of desperate

immigrants tunneling beneath Lake Erie, and corrupt

overseers who risk countless lives for profit.

A documentary that explores the innovative,

grassroots organizing efforts of the Dudley Street

Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) in Boston. DSNI was

created 25 years ago when the community had

been devastated by bank redlining, arson-for-profit

and illegal dumping, and has become one of the

preeminent models for community-based change. 

An Ocklawaha River Odyssey

by Elizabeth Randall

 (ebook on Hoopla)

This book tells the story of the Chattooga, a river

featured in the movie Deliverance. Starting at its

headwaters, Lane leads us down the river and

through its complex history to its current status as a

National Wild and Scenic River. Along the way he

stops for talks with conservation activists, seventh-

generation residents, locals who played parts in the

movie Deliverance, day visitors, and others.

Beverly Buchanan Marsh Ruins

by Amelia Groom

(ebook on Overdrive)
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Gaining Ground : Building Community

on Dudley Street

by Bill Cody & Matthew Robison

(Movie on Kanopy)

Beverly Buchanan's Marsh Ruins (1981) are large,

solid mounds of cement and shell-based tabby

concrete, yet their presence has always been

elusive. Hiding in the tall grasses and brackish

waters of the Marshes of Glynn, on the southeast

coast of Georgia, the Marsh Ruins merge with their

surroundings as they enact a curious and delicate

tension between destruction and endurance. This

volume offers an illustrated examination of

Buchanan's environmental sculpture, which exists in

an ongoing state of ruination. 

Photojournalists Bob and Liz Randall spent two

years exploring Florida's ancient and enchanting

Ocklawaha River. Their journey provides an inside

look at the rich recreational resources of the river,

its wildlife and the people, past and present, who

contributed to its history and welfare. Along the

way, they met artists, environmentalists, captains,

and local descendants whose lives are inextricably

intertwined with the prehistoric river. 

Fire on the Water

by Scott MacGregor

(eBook on Overdrive)

Chattooga 

by John Lane

(eBook on Hoopla) 

Come learn how scientists, community members, and students worked together to convince the government to address a 90-year-old

man-made ecological problem. Check out the Fulton County Library System for further learning!

www.tinyurl.com/fulcoapp
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Urban Ecology: A Natural Way to

Transform Kids, Parks, Cities, and the

World

by Ken Leinbach

(ebook on Hoopla)

This title will help readers discover the power of

getting a city kid outside in nature; that kindness

does work; how to say no while following the yes;

the value of clarity and focus;  and how to find

abundance within their own diverse community by

simply and humbly asking for help. This book

provides rules for raising money  while having a ton

of fun doing it; a positive, believable, and very real

vision for the future of the environment!
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